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ABSTRACT

Visualizing Effects of Changing Base Level on Tributary
Resources in Lake Powell Reservoir

by

Madeline L. Friend, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2020

Major Professor: Dr. Peter Wilcock
Department: Watershed Sciences

Lake Powell reservoir is the second-largest reservoir in the United States. As
climate change reduces watershed runoff in the Colorado River Basin, questions arise
about the management and even existence of Lake Powell. If lake levels continue to drop,
what will the emerging canyon look like and what value will we assign it? Lake Powell
traps all incoming fine sediment from the Colorado River, the San Juan River, and many
smaller tributaries. What is the fate of this sediment under falling reservoir levels and
how will it influence other resources? To support a robust public discourse, we provide
an immersive ESRI StoryMap, combining a range of information in a visually
compelling, user-friendly digital format. A particular focus of the StoryMap is the
configuration and persistence of sediments deposited in the reservoir during previous
high stands. In this document, we provide background information for stakeholders and
user groups that desire to understand more about the region, reservoir and dam
operations, climate change and aridification, and sediment transport. The StoryMap can
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be accessed at https://arcg.is/1feGiO or at https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/
41b5fda81d8b47d0abe8958845fd0194.
(27 pages)
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INTRODUCTION

Lake Powell is the second -largest reservoir in the United States and traps all
incoming fine sediment the Colorado River used to transport through Glen Canyon and
into Marble Canyon and Grand Canyon. A warming climate is projected to yield less
streamflow in the Colorado River and its major headwater tributaries, inevitably leading
to persistently less water stored in mainstem reservoirs (MacDonnell et al., 1995; Castle
et al., 2014; Udall and Overpeck, 2017; Lehner et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2018; Milly and
Dunne, 2020). Sediments transported into the reservoir by two large interregional rivers
(the Colorado and San Juan Rivers), regional rivers (the Escalante and Dirty Devil
Rivers), and small local streams now form deltas that partially fill upstream parts of many
reservoir arms. During periods of low reservoir level, this fine sediment can be eroded,
remobilized, and transported further into Lake Powell. Although bathymetric
measurements of sediment accumulation have been made in the largest reservoir arms,
little is understood about fine sediment accumulation and evacuation in smaller side
canyons that once made Glen Canyon famous. Further, few public-facing, user-friendly
tools exist to synthesize what information does exist.
My research draws on aspects of geomorphology concerning erosion and
deposition in river channels (Hadley, 1974; Gellis et al., 1991; Church, 2006; Collins and
Bras, 2008; Mueller and Pitlick, 2013; Griffiths and Topping, 2017); geomorphology of
alluvial valleys and their history of accumulation and evacuation of fine sediment (Bryan,
1925; Bailey, 1935; Antevs, 1952; Patton and Schumm, 1981; Graf, 1983; Harvey and
Pederson, 2011); the concept of base level (Powell, 1875; Mackin, 1948; Leopold and
Bull, 1979; Majeski, 2009); and delta formation and reworking processes during changes
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in base level (Gilbert, 1885; Vernieu, 1997; Pratson et al., 2008; Millares and Moñino,
2018).
By integrating these into an ESRI StoryMap, I aim to provide geomorphic context
and insight to better inform stakeholders and public policy concerning Lake Powell and
its future. This map will be free and accessible to anyone with a digital device and
internet. This digital tool will evaluate three tributary resources (sediment, cultural and
recreation sites, and dam operations) at four different reservoir elevations (full pool:
3,700 feet above sea level (fasl); minimum power pool: 3,490 fasl; dead pool: 3,370 fasl;
and March 2018 levels: 3,619 fasl).

Study Area
Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River forms Lake Powell (Figure 1). More
than 40 million people in seven U.S. states and two Mexican states rely on Colorado
River water through a complex system of national and international laws, policies, and
agreements (Bruce et al., 2018; Maupin et al., 2018; Milly and Dunne, 2020). Spanning
nearly 186 miles in Utah and Arizona, the reservoir provides storage for Upper Basin
states to meet their flow obligations to Lower Basin states under the 1922 Colorado River
Compact (Figure 2) (Bureau of Reclamation, 1966). The region immediately
surrounding Lake Powell is primarily underlain by erodible Mesozoic rock (Ferrari,
1988; Chidsey Jr. et al., 2000). The climate is semi-arid, with precipitation primarily
occurring in summer and fall during the North American Monsoon (Iorns et al., 1965).
As is common on the Colorado Plateau, intense local rainfall leads to overland flow and
significant sediment delivery from upland watersheds (Patton and Boison, 1986).
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Figure 1. An illustration of Glen Canyon Dam, noting important management elevations
and historically significant dates.

Figure 2. Map of the greater Colorado Plateau region, showing the location of Lake
Powell (i.e., Glen Canyon), Grand Canyon, and Lake Mead along the Colorado River.
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Local Streams
Most studies of sedimentation rates in Lake Powell have focused on the
interregional streams that transport the majority of water and sediment into the reservoir.
Ferrari (1988) estimated 14 percent of total reservoir sediment volume is stored in both
regional and local stream types. Deposits of tributary sediment during high reservoir
elevations form alluvial terraces. Tributary runoff during low reservoir periods,
particularly from monsoon-induced flash floods, can subsequently erode these terraces
and deliver sediment to lower elevations. Though anecdotal work has shown limited
visual evidence of fine sediment remobilization during extended reservoir low stands,
there has been no systematic undertaking to comprehensively account for the amount of
accumulation and deposition or the controls on erosion patterns.
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DELTA FORMATION IN RESERVOIRS

When a dam perturbs a river, a delta is created where the stream meets the
reservoir and the reach upstream from the reservoir generally aggrades (Vanoni, 1975;
Liangqing and Galloway, 2009). A typical delta often has thin horizontally topset beds,
steeply dipping forset beds, and thin horizontal bottomset beds (Gilbert, 1885; Bates,
1953). Once deltas are formed, they are subject to control from reservoir operations.
Reservoir drawdown increases the hydraulic gradient and provides energy for incision
(Greimann et al., 2006). As the bed slope increases, so does selective transport of fine
sediment (Vanoni, 1975). This eroded sediment can be transported and deposited further
downstream, even forming turbidity currents (Greimann et al., 2006; Pratson et al., 2008).

Base Level and Effects of its Fluctuations
On a global scale, rivers erode to the ultimate base level of the ocean, where the
hydraulic gradient is zero and potential energy can no longer be transformed into kinetic
energy (Powell, 1875). On a local scale, streams draining to the Colorado River in Glen
Canyon now adjust their local base level to the fluctuating elevations of Lake Powell
(Leopold and Bull, 1979). Majeski (2009) showed that stream adjustment in three streams
draining to Lake Powell (Colorado River, Dirty Devil River, and North Wash) is
modulated by rate of base-level fall. When there is rapid reservoir draw-down, incision
creates narrow, deep channels with minimal widening. They also found rapid base-level
fall was a stronger control than sediment type on the potential for channel widening or
incision. This finding was contrary to conceptual models predicting shallow and wide
channels in incohesive sand.
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FILLING AND EVACUTION OF SEDIMENT IN ALLUVIAL VALLEYS

Streams that drain to Lake Powell include a mix of confined bedrock canyons and
broad alluvial valleys in which cyclic incision and aggradation of arroyos have occurred.
Hydroclimatic variability leading to shifts in flood magnitude and frequency are the most
plausible explanation for regional channel incision (Graf, 1986). A major remaining
unknown in sediment delivery from tributary canyons to Lake Powell is the importance
of arroyo dynamics in sediment sourcing; that is, we do not know whether sediment is
delivered to Lake Powell at a fairly constant rate, or if this rate varies with hydro-climatic
variability at regional scales. It has been proposed to combine both arroyo cycle and
paleoflood approaches to validate whether large floods of unusual frequency, driven by
external climate forces, are a major control in cutting arroyos (Harvey and Pederson,
2011; Harvey et al., 2011). This combination could be used to understand the causative
mechanisms of fine sediment delivery to the Colorado River, notably if fine sediment
delivery to Lake Powell tributary mouths is from bedrock or from terraces and
floodplains formed from large swaths of soil and weathered rock. If floods are the
dominant drivers in major tributaries, the question remains if this is applicable to smaller
side canyons. Additionally, if anthropogenic climate change continues undeterred, will
these cycles of aggradation become less frequent or potentially cease? Put another way,
even with more erosion, would sediment input to Lake Powell decrease without
monsoon-induced flash floods as a transport mechanism?
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PREVIOUS LAKE POWELL SURVEYS

Much has been written about fluvial processes downstream from dams, especially
the Colorado River downstream from Glen Canyon Dam (Webb et al., 1999; Topping et
al., 2000b, 2000a, p. 2; Brandt, 2000; Wright et al., 2005; Schmidt and Wilcock, 2008;
Poff and Schmidt, 2016; Hadley et al., 2018; Mueller et al., 2018). Relatively few studies
have been completed on the physical processes driving sediment accumulation and scour
in Lake Powell. Though some efforts have been made to understand the large
interregional rivers (Colorado and San Juan), and smaller regional rivers (Dirty Devil and
Escalante), little research has been done on the nearly 100 smaller tributaries (Potter and
Drake, 1989; Pratson et al., 2008; Majeski, 2009). Because the Colorado and San Juan
Rivers deliver the majority of water and sediment to the reservoir, a comparatively larger
body of literature exists on their sediment dynamics as compared to those of the nearly
100 smaller streams and tributaries (Iorns et al., 1965; Potter and Drake, 1989).
The first comprehensive survey of the region since completion of Glen Canyon Dam was
conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) in 1986, detailed in Ferrari (1988). They
established a set of range lines, or transects, on which future monitoring could be based.
Their objectives were to record the locations of sediment deposits, understand the rate of
sediment deposition, and document the associated loss of water storage capacity. At full
pool (3,700 feet above sea level), water storage capacity was reported to be 26,214,861
acre-feet in 1986. A study conducted by BOR in 1962 predicted an average annual
sediment accumulation rate of 85,400 acre-feet. Based on data from March 1963 to
September 1986, an average annual sediment accumulation rate of 36,946 acre-feet was
estimated, approximately 43 percent of the original estimate. At this rate, it would take
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more than 700 years for the reservoir to completely fill with sediment to full pool
(Ferrari, 1988). The BOR noted they would revisit this survey 30 years later, and in 2017,
began a comprehensive monitoring effort with the USGS Utah Water Science Center to
collect bathymetric and aerial LiDAR data for the entire reservoir.
Water inflow decreased by almost a factor of two and Lake Powell water
elevation fell nearly 145 feet between 1999 and 2005, largely attributed to aridification in
the western U.S. (Vano et al., 2013; Udall and Overpeck, 2017; Xiao et al., 2018; Milly
and Dunne, 2020). Pratson et al. (2008) used this opportunity to conduct three
bathymetric surveys in April 2001, May 2004, and June 2005. They found incision of
tributary deposits occurred when base level rapidly dropped, and some sediment was
transported long distances via turbidity currents (what they referred to as “plunging
subaqueous gravity flows”). In the Colorado River delta near Hite Marina, the river
incised the delta top and produced delta progradation and steepening for more than 26
miles downstream. Much of these deposits were then impounded behind rock falls that
covered the width of the reservoir floor. The San Juan River delta showed a different
pattern of minimal steepening and progradation over approximately 0.5 mile, with eroded
sediments being transported by turbidity currents and deposited near Glen Canyon Dam,
more than 99 miles downstream. These turbidity currents created deposits within deep
reservoir reaches. During these reservoir low stands, subaqueous fans formed at Antelope
Canyon and Forbidden Canyon, two of the smaller, ephemeral tributaries. Sediment
deposited over 22 years was remobilized and transported to deep lake regions over a fiveyear period. Pratson et al. (2008) hypothesized the majority of the sediment transported
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downstream during low reservoir stands likely came from delta topset beds and not from
upstream sources (Pratson et al., 2008).
Majeski (2009) used bathymetric sonar, aerial lidar, and cross-sectional data
gathered between 2004 and 2007 to analyze the response to base level drop of the Dirty
Devil River, North Wash, and Colorado River. He found the 1986 survey did not provide
sufficient evidence when compared to their survey to conclude if there was an increase in
sediment delivery. On the Colorado River, they found no evidence that pre-dam
morphology was emerging except in extremely localized upstream parts of the delta. On
the Dirty Devil River, there were spatially distributed changes in width, with novel,
notable widening of 112 to 230 feet spanning from the confluence with the Colorado
River to three miles up the Dirty Devil River. However, this was not representative of the
entire channel length, where widening was largely not observed. A plug of sediment cuts
off North Wash from its confluence at the Colorado River. Therefore, North Wash was
essentially a self-contained system with little contribution of sediment to the Colorado
River.
Majeski (2009) found the percentage of the total tributary deposit eroded during
Lake Powell lowstand was not directly proportional to basin area. North Wash was the
smallest of the three systems and eroded nearly half of the sediments deposited between
1963 and 1999. In the same period, the Dirty Devil eroded about 15% and the Colorado
eroded about 20% of the sediment deposited over 36 years. He attributed the smaller
fraction of eroded sediment to bed armoring and bedrock control on sediment routing on
the Dirty Devil and Colorado Rivers. Though North Wash has been incising and
widening, the Dirty Devil has been primarily incising. Neither the Dirty Devil nor the
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Colorado Rivers have incised to their pre-dam bed elevations. Overall, they concluded
the rate of base level fall provided the strongest influence on how the streams adjusted,
and whether incision dominated over widening. Notably, Majeski (2009) found that a
smaller system is “more capable of removing its accumulated delta and recovering
towards its pre-dam condition.”
Kasprak and Schmidt (2019) analyzed similar topographic and bathymetric data
of sediment deposits in 27 tributary side canyons, comparing surveys from 1959, 1986,
and 2017. Notably, they showed how the rates of sedimentation varied in these canyons.
Some had no discernable sediment accumulation. Others deposited two feet of sediment
per year. By calculating unit stream power and using this as a representative for sediment
transport potential, they hypothesized canyons with high unit stream power and low
sediment accumulation will show rapid evacuation as reservoir levels decrease (Figure 3).

Figure 3. This scatter plot from Kasprak & Schmidt (2019) shows the unit stream power
of 23 tributaries in Lake Powell compared to the average annual sediment accumulation
rate for those streams from 1959 to 2017.
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DAM REMOVAL

As conversations about the nexus of water sustainability, renewable energy,
reservoir suitability, hydropower management, and climate change continue in the public
sphere, large-scale dam removal as a means of river restoration is gaining traction in the
United States (Rand; Morris and Fan, 1998; Pizzuto, 2002; Poff and Hart, 2002; Graf et
al., 2010). Though there have been more than 450 small-scale dam removals in the
nation, only a few large-scale removal processes have been studied (Skalak and Pizzuto,
2005; East et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2018). Challenges exist when attempting to
predict channel response after dam removal, though some work has shown the reemergent channel will likely have different sediment and riparian vegetation types than
upstream reaches (Pizzuto, 2002). The relative changes in flood magnitude and sediment
transport that occur following dam removal may provide insight into whether a given
river will aggrade or incise (Schmidt and Wilcock, 2008). Researchers are using these
events to understand previously seldom quantified associated effects, such as landscape
adjustment to large-scale sediment pulses (East et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2018). Water
is an increasingly valuable and scarce global commodity. In semi-arid regions
specifically, erosive processes have externalities with regulated water delivery systems
(Millares and Moñino, 2018).
Case studies highlight broad frameworks for how new equilibrium channels are
created after dam removal (Pizzuto, 2002; East et al., 2015). On the Elwha River in
Washington, East et al. (2015) found that after dam removal, newly deposited sediment
was finer than the majority of the pre-dam bed. Similar findings occurred on the Carmel
River in California, where there was gradual downstream fining after removal of the San
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Clemente Dam (Harrison et al., 2018). On both rivers, bar formation occurred (East et
al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2018). On the Elwha, channel braiding index increased nearly
by half. Two years after removal, the river began to incise through the sediment
deposited from the initial pulse, and most of the released sediment was transported to the
river’s mouth. The phased-removal processes were characterized by gradual delta
progradation instead of the rapid mass movements that have been part of instantaneous
dam removals (East et al., 2015).
The role of post-removal floods vary across physiographic provinces (Kondolf et
al., 2013; Harrison et al., 2018). Notably, neither the Elwha nor Carmel Rivers have as
many ephemeral tributaries as the Colorado River in Glen Canyon. Though their results
may create a broad framework for understanding the delta at Hite Marina, where the
Colorado River enters the reservoir, it does not provide guidance on what will happen to
the deltas at the many side canyons. Additionally, most large-scale dam removals have
occurred on gravel-bedded streams, whereas the Colorado River in Glen Canyon is
primarily sand-bedded.
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DATA MANAGEMENT

The purpose of the abovementioned StoryMap is to provide a comprehensible,
open access tool for regional stakeholders and others who desire to learn more about
Lake Powell and its resources. The StoryMap is accessible in many different places:
directly through ESRI, my website (both link and PDF), via ResearchGate, or by Digital
Object Identifier 10.13140/RG.2.2.35885.10727. This is an interactive, living document.
I will update as needed. As part of my dedication to stakeholder outreach and community
engagement, I will lead talks and presentations with interested user groups, which include
Grand Canyon Youth and Grand Canyon River Guides.
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FUTURE

Management of the changing Colorado River requires innovative interdisciplinary
understanding of policy, fluvial geomorphology, climate change, and more. By creating
a robust yet useable digital tool focused on the availability of tributary resources in Lake
Powell and the Glen Canyon region at different reservoir elevations, my work will
contribute to an increased and more productive discourse between the public,
stakeholders, policy makers, and scientists: a conversation I believe will ultimately
improve the management of the Colorado River and promote better outcomes for its
stakeholder group.
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